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Strand 3: Calibrates for mastery  
Sees standards as complex and able to be influenced 

Pushes standards to improve standards in course and 

externally 

Internalises external standards 

Self- assesses recursively , using eclectic range of  

formal and informal feedback 

Good critical judge of value of feedback  

Reflects on own learning progress  and  on standards 

and performance 

Reliably assesses self and peers, even in different 

contexts and different mastery levels 

Gives insightful, supportive peer evaluation 

Provides insightful course evaluation 

  

Strand 2: Collegiality and collaboration 
Seeks knowledge and feedback on own performance  from diverse 

sources 

Selectively focuses engagement to generate feedback for self and others 

Shares, information, experience, resources, opinion and comment openly 

and courageously 

Opportunistically harnesses & seeks to generate contingent learning 

moments 

Engages proactively and dialogically on a range of learning topics  

Values reciprocity in learning 

Interacts to develop and support others 

Acts with an independent mind 

Leads effective management of environment, supports others ‘ 

understanding  of how to learn 

Is recognised, acknowledged by peers 

Rewarded by success of reciprocal learning moments 

Strand 1: Learning orientation 
Believes knowledge = explicit &tacit understanding +  

attitudes + values + know-how + ethics + conventions 

Understands that knowledge evolves & is context 

dependent 

Believes knowledge is socially & culturally defined and 

widely distributed 

Sees learning as growth of mastery in a field 

Believes learning requires relatedness: joint effort, with  

others 

Understands that learning involves both consumption & 

production of knowledge 

Is a self-regulated  learner, seeking input and feedback 

from a range of sources 

Combines learning in MOOCs with other learning 

Feels rewarded by sense of growing mastery in a field 

Expert level 5 

Beginner Level 2 

Competent Level 4 

Emergent  Level 3 

Sees standards as fixed, external to self 

Sees grades as equivalent to mastery 

Values only authoritative feedback on performance 

Feels rewarded by normative or competitive success 

Is  unreliable in  assessing performance of peers & self 

 

Strand 2: Collegiality and collaboration 
Learns  independently  

Collaborates when compulsory or when participation 

contributes to grades 

Regards peer evaluation as an inferior substitute to instructor 

grading 

Does not use collaborative techniques 

 

Strand 1: Learning orientation 
Believes knowledge is objective , stable, universal, easily transferred 

Sees learning is knowledge transfer, from experts 

Sees learning as individual effort in mastering content 

Learning activities are based on minimum requisites for grading 

Seeks to attain good grades 

May game and guess in assessments 

 

Novice Level 1 

Strand 3: Calibrates for mastery  
Sees standards as complex  

Relies on course materials to guide standards applied 

for assessment of learning performance  

Uses a range of grading activities as feedback 

May be unreliable in self and peer assessment . Sees 

peer assessment as a unreliable 

May reject evaluations that don’t accord with own 

judgement 

Regards grades and normative references as a 

reasonable guide to mastery  

  

Strand 2: Collegiality and collaboration 
Recognises value of peer expertise for learning. but not sure how 

to tap it 

Passively participants, looking for input to own learning priorities 

from like minded or those with similar-backgrounds 

May ask question for information,  

Any posts tend to be for information, declarative 

Understands basic conventions and tools of collaboration.  

Attracts limited response from peers but experience some 

rewarding contact with others.  

Responsible in meeting course collaborative requirements such as 

peer evaluation. 

. 

 

Strand 1: Learning orientation 
Believes knowledge = core ideas &concepts + enduring skills & 

attitudes 

Understands that knowledge needs to be up-to-date 

Believes knowledge should be socially & culturally relevant 

Believes learning is an individual effort which benefits from sharing 

with others 

Looks to a range of expert sources 

Understands that learning as consumption & application of 

knowledge  

Learning activities guided by course recommendations 

Feels rewarded by high scores or  success in  normative  
performance  

Strand 3: Calibrates for mastery  
Sees standards as complex an open to interpretation 

Recognise a  distinction between standards applied in the 

course and external standards  

Does not equate grades with mastery 

Self-assesses, using eclectic range of feedback, both 

formal and informal  

Recognises variation in  value of feedback ; distinguishes 

help from unhelpful feedback 

Reflects on own learning progress  

Reliably assesses of self, and peers within their own 

sphere of experience and mastery 

Gives insightful and supportive peer evaluations if within 

own sphere of  experience 

Strand 2: Collegiality and collaboration 
Seeks knowledge useful for own learning from with people from 

similar backgrounds  

Shares information, experiences and resources. 

Recognises value in dialogue for own learning 

May seek feedback and test some of own ideas, 

understandings 

Opportunistically harnesses contingent ‘learning moments 

Civic minded: does what is expected in the learning 

environment; follows rules and conventions in course 

processes 

Reward by meaningful learning interaction with others  

Occasionally acknowledged  by others for contribution 

Strand 1: Learning orientation 
Believes knowledge = explicit and tacit understanding +  

attitudes + values + know-how + ethics + conventions 

Understands that knowledge needs to be up to date 

Believes knowledge is socially & culturally defined 

Sees learning as mastery of course learning objectives 

Believes learning is an individual effort that can benefit  from 

sharing and interaction with others 

Looks to a range of  trusted expert sources 

Understands that learning involves both consumption & 

adaptation Is self-regulated, seeking input from a range of 

sources 

Feels intrinsically rewarded by mastery of learning objectives 

Strand 3: Calibrates for mastery  
Sees standards as fixed and external to self.  

Sees expert-based grading activities as the best evidence 

of learning mastery 

Prefers machine feedback to peer-generated feedback.  

Sees peer assessment as unreliable 

Feels rewarded by normative or competitive success 

Is unreliable in assessing performance of self & peers 

  

Strand 2: Collegiality and collaboration 
Learns independently 

Regards collaboration with peers as inefficient & socially 

motivated 

Participates infrequently, might ask a question for information 

Collaborates mainly when compulsory, or when participation 

contributes to grades  

Unfamiliar with the conventions and tools of collaboration 

 

Strand 1: Learning orientation 
Believes knowledge = stable ideas ad concepts + enduring skills and 

attitudes 

Believes learning is consumption of  knowledge from experts 

 Believes learning is an individual effort  

Learning activities directed by course recommendations 

Seeks to attain good grades 

May game or guess results 
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